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Commencement Exercises 
1987 
Marshall University 
Marshall University 
Saturday, May 9, 1987 at 11:00 in the Huntington Civic Center 
Disclaimer The list of May degree candidates in this program is ten­tative and is based upon the anticipated successful com• pletion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 1986-87. This document should not be taken as an offi­cial record that degrees have in fact been awarded. 
Welcome Marshall University welcomes those attending the 150th Commencement Exercises. 
Academic Procession Faculty Marshals Candidates for Bachelor Degree Candidates for Associate Degree Candidates for Master Degree Candidates for Medical Degree Candidates for Doctoral Degrees Assistant Chief Faculty Marshal Members of the Faculty Chief Faculty Marshal Commencement Officials 
Commencement Officials Prof. Kenneth Ambrose Prof. Howard Aulick Prof. Robert M. Babb Prof. Richard Bonnett Prof. Mahlon Brown Prof. Jeanne De Vos Prof. Allen Arbogast Prof. Dean Adkins Prof. Howard Adkins Prof. Neal Adkins Prof. Dan K. Evans Prof. Mack Gillenwater Prof. Charles F. Gruber Chief Marshal: Professor Dorothy R. Johnson Assistant Chief Marshal: Professor Dorothy E. Hicks Prof. Kenneth Guyer Prof. Olive Hager Prof. Louise Hoy Prof. Betty Jarrell Prof. Bowie Kahle Prof. Chong Kim Chief Usher: Professor Ernest W. Cole Assistant Chief Usher: Professor Charles Webb Prof. Ralph Hall Prof. Carl Johnson Prof. Bosworth Johnson Prof. Richard Jones Prof. Nicholas Kontos Prof. Michael Little Prof. Philip Modlin Prof. Nedra Lowe Prof. Giovanna Morton Prof. Elaine Novak Prof. Ralph Oberly Prof. William Sullivan Prof. Wayne Taylor Prof. William Radig Prof. James Stone Prof. Jim Rogers Prof. Harry Sowards Prof. Charles Stephens 
The 150th Commencement Program President Dale F. Nitzschke, Presiding Precommencement Concert Marshall University Wind Symphony Professor Richard Lemke, Conductor Processional - Ceremonial Marches Invocation ........................... Reverend Philip G. Browne Episcopal Chaplain, Campus Christian Center Introduction of Guests Presentation .................. "The Marshall and Shirley Reynolds Outstanding Teacher Award" Introduction of the Commencement Speaker Commencement Address .................... George T. Arnold, Jr. Conferring of Academic Degrees The President of the University Candidates for the Bachelor's and Associate Degrees Professor of Journalism Marshall University College of Education presented by Allen A. Mori, Dean College of Liberal Arts presented by Alan B. Gould, Dean College of Business presented by Robert P. Alexander, Dean College of Science presented by E. S. Hanrahan, Dean School of Nursing presented by Sharon Ambrose, Dean College of Fine Arts presented by Paul A. Balshaw, Dean Regents Bachelor of Arts presented by Carol A. Smith, Vice President for Academic Affairs Community College presented by F. David Wilkin, Dean Candidates for the Master's Degree Graduate School presented by Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean Candidates for the Doctor of Medicine Degree School of Medicine presented by Lester J. Bryant, Dean 
Conferring of the Doctoral Degrees Neil S. Bucklew, President, West Virginia University Recognition of the Honor Graduates Conferring of the Honorary Degree Candidate presented by ....................... Carol A. Smith Vice President for Academic Affairs John R. Hall, Doctor of Science Greetings .................................. Thomas W. Cole, Jr. Chancellor, West Virginia Board of Regents Greetings ..................................... Linda S. Holmes Director, Marshall University Alumni Association The President's Remarks "Alma Mater" ........................... C.E. and James Haworth Professor Emeritus Leo V. lmperi Benediction Recessional , Ceremonial Marches Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. Alma Mater May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. The audience is requested to be seated following the Benediction and remain seated until the class has recessed. 

The Grand Mace 
The Grand Mace (opposite), a symbol of authority and leader­
ship, is carried by the Chief Marshal of the faculty at all formal 
University occasions and is displayed on the platform during these 
functions. The Mace is made from a limb that fell from the Old 
Beech Tree in front of Old Main on the University Campus. The 
top of the Mace consists of a gold plated bronze casting that fea­
tures on one side the Seal of Marshall University and on the other 
the Great Seal of the State of West Virginia. These are surrounded 
by a laurel of beech leaves and the entire casting is crested by 
a torch symbolic of academic excellence. Immediately below the 
top casting is a four-sided section that contains carved symbols 
significant in the history of the University--The Towers of Old 
Main, Memorial Fountain, the Seal of Marshall College, and a 
buffalo, official mascot of the institution's athletic teams. The 
area immediately surrounding the four carvings features small 
clusters of beech nuts and leaves. The center portion of the Mace 
is carved in double wrap ribbon, one-half inch wide. Between the 
gaps in the ribbon wraps are carved beech leaves descending in 
size. The base of the Mace is protected by a gold plated bronze 
casting of beach leaf clusters. The entire Mace weighs about 25 
pounds and is 66 inches from the top of the torch to the base. 
The President's Medallion 
The President's Medallion or Badge of Office of the Presidency 
of Marshall University (at right) consists of a relief carving of the 
Seal of the University featuring the bust of Chief Justice John 
Marshall. It is suspended from the President's neck with a kelly 
green and white ribbon, the official colors of the institution. The 
Medallion is worn by the President when he is participating in 
formal University affairs. The reverse side of the Medallion is 
inscribed with the names of the previous Presidents of the 
institution. 
Both The Grand Mace and The President's Medallion were 
created in 1986 by Byron Johnson. Mr. Johnson, an honor graduate 
of Marshall University, is a renowned wood carver and sculptor 
as well as an art teacher in the public schools. 
Profile of Marshall University 
Marshall College had a problem with 
its students: 
"The most decided objection we have 
to find to any considerable number (of 
the students) is the tendency to study too 
long hours, a tendency we are trying to 
correct ... " 
The quotation comes from the 1909-10 
Marshall College Catalog and one 
historian has attributed it to President 
Lawrence J. Corbly. The historian added 
his own wry comment: "President Cor­
bly and his successors evidently met with 
considerable success in correcting this 
tendency.'' 
The problem of overzealous students 
may have been exaggerated. In any 
event, Mashall has had more serious 
problems in an often-turbulent history 
extending back to 1837--some 26 years 
before the state of West Virginia was 
born. 
The early history of Marshall is filled 
with colorful events and people. 
To put things in chronological perspec­
tive, the academic melodrama started in 
1837 when the good citizens of Guyan­
dotte and the farming country to the 
west--now the city of Huntington-­
decided they needed an annual school 
to provide for the education of their 
youngsters. 
Tradition records they met at the 
home of John Laidley, who assumed 
leadership of the project and named the 
new school Marshall Academy in honor 
of his friend, the lace Chief Justice John 
Marshall. 
They decided to locate their new 
school on a knoll known as "Maple 
Grove," site of a small log building called 
Mount Hebron Church. The structure 
also had served for some time as a sub­
scription school for the area, open but 
three months each year. 
It remained a subscription school that 
summer, conducted by Isaac H. Peck. It 
wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the 
General Assembly of Virginia passed an 
act formally incorporating Marshall 
Academy and appointing Laidley and 
eight other men as trustees. 
On June 30 of that year, the trustees 
purchased from James and Lucy Holderby 
the one and one-fourth acre lot contain­
ing their log "academy." The price: $40. 
That land is now the site of Old Main. 
The trustees proceeded to build a new 
two-story, brick building, 22 feet wide 
and 50 feet long, containing four rooms. 
It was completed by February, 1839. 
The first full school term was con­
ducted in 1838-39 with Peck serving as 
principal for a salary of $500. 
In 1850, the academy and its financial 
obligations were accepted by the Con­
ference of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South. In 1858, Marshall 
Academy was renamed Marshall College. 
The coming of the Civil War nearly 
spelled the end of the young college. 
Lack of financial support, accumulated 
debts, court action and the war itself 
forced the school to close its doors in 
1861. The property was sold at public 
auction. 
Mrs. Salina Mason bought the land 
and building for $1,500 for her father, 
John W. Hite. He was a Confederate 
sympathizer and could not appear in 
court in his own behalf. For the next few 
years, Hite and his family lived in the 
college building. 
During at least part of the war, a small 
school, probably a subscription school, 
was maintained at the college--fulfilling 
a provision in the original deed from 
James Holderby which specified it was 
to be used " . . . for the express purpose 
of an Academy (sic) and for no other 
use." The building also was used as a 
hospital during part of the conflict. 
In the fall of 1866, the Southern 
Methodists made an attempt to regain 
control of the property, but were unable 
to raise enough money. 
Meanwhile, the new state of West Vir­
ginia had recognized the need for an 
institution to train teachers to serve the 
state's public schools. After many 
months of wrangling over location, the 
Legislature on Feb. 27, 1867, voted 
approval of a bill establishing a "state 
normal school" to be located at Marshall 
College. 
In order to get the college reopened, 
the voters of Cabell County approved a 
property tax levy amounting to $5,000. 
The state also appropriated funds and on 
Aug. 1, 1867, the schools' regents pur­
chased the lot and building from Mrs. 
Mason for $3,600. The regents of the 
state normal school also authorized addi­
tions and repairs amounting to about 
$3,800. 
During that period, the regents pur­
chased an additional 10 acres land from 
William P. Holderby for $1,000. It 
turned out that there was a lien against 
the land and the regents had to ask the 
Legislature to authorize condemnation in 
order to obtain a valid title. In Septem­
ber, 1868, they obtained 13 and three­
quarters acres at a price fixed at $1,375. 
This brought the college holdings to a 
total of 15 acres in order " ... that there 
might be ample room around the build­
ings, and that the Steward of the Col­
lege might be able to provide material 
for his table ... " 
In 1868, Marshall needed land for 
farming. A hundred years later, the prob­
lem was parking. 
The first session of Marshall College 
as a state normal school began June 15, 
1868, and lasted 10 weeks, but financial 
problems continued to plague the school. 
The Legislature made no appropriation 
for salaries and expenses for the year 
1879-80 and Principal A.O. Chesterman 
had to struggle to keep the school open 
with the money received from tuition 
fees. These were not adequate to provide 
a proper teaching staff. 
Matters began to improve during the 
administration of Thomas E. Hodges 
(1886-1896) as the state gradually 
increased its financial support. 
During Hodges' last year, 1895-96, the 
school's enrollment exceeded 200 for the 
first time. The 1896 graduating class of 
19 also was a record. 
Hodges was followed by Lawrence J. 
Corbly, who was to serve 19 years--the 
longest tenure of any Marshall president 
with the exception of Stewart H. Smith 
(1946-68). 
Corbly's administration marks a major 
turning point in Marshall's fortunes. 
Enrollment began a steady climb, from 
258 in 1896-97 to 1,021 by 1907. 
In 1905, construction was started on 
the final section of Old Main. This is the 
familiar "towers" segment facing the 
main entrance to the campus on Hal 
Greer Boulevard. With its completion, 
Old Main consisted of five sections. 
Reading from the east, these were com­
pleted in 1898, 1870, 1899, 1896 and 
1907. 
The first edition of the campus news­
paper, The Parthenon, was published in 
1898, although there had been an earlier 
newspaper with a different name. 
Intercollegiate athletics got their start 
at Marshall during this period, with the 
first football team being fielded in 1898. 
The Marshall teams originally were 
known as the Blue and Black, but the 
now-familiar Green and White colors 
had been adopted by 1904. 
In May, 1907, the board of regents 
adopted a plan for the reorganization of 
the college. Among other things, the 
plan changed Corbly's title from "prin­
cipal" to "president" and raised his sal­
ary to $2,500 a year. 
In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a 
secondary school. By 1912, the regents 
had added two years of study to the 
school's program, equivalent to the fresh­
man and sophomore years in college. In 
1914, President Corbly recommended 
that " ... Marshall College should be 
made a 'college' in fact as well as in 
official name -- a degree-conferring 
institution." 
But when Corbly retired in 1915, Mar­
shall was still a thriving junior college. 
A few years later, however, his hopes 
were to be realized. In 1920, the State 
Board of Education approved Marshall's 
granting of a bachelor's degree in edu­
cation. Teachers College conferred 
degrees upon four candidates in June, 
1921. 
The years ahead were to see steady 
physical and academic expansion and 
Marshall became a university in 1961. 
By the fall of 1984 Marshall had an 
enrollment exceeding 11,500, a full-time 
faculty of 384 and 105 part-time 
instructors. 
The small academy has become a 
major university operating nine colleges 
and schools: College of Liberal Arts, Col­
lege of Fine Arts, College of Science, 
College of Education, College of Busi­
ness, Graduate School, School of Medi­
cine, Community College, and School 
of Nursing. 
Academic Heraldry The custom of wearing academic regalia in the colleges and universities of the United States has been continuous since Colonial times. The colors indicating fields of study and degrees conferred are now of standard significance and at Marshall University show in the hoods worn by the Master's and Doctoral degree candidates. Hoods for both Master's and Doctor's are made of black, lined with silk chevrons in the official colors of the university conferring the degree, and trimmed with vel­vet collars in colors distinctive of the degree. The hoods of the Marshall Faculty represent the many institutions and variety of degrees that comprise a university faculty. MARSHALL UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL Master of Arts - White Master of Science - Golden Yellow Master of Business Administration - Drab Master of Arts in Journalism - Crimson Master of Education - Light Blue MARSHALL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL Doctor of Medicine - Green FACULTY HOODS - MASTER'S AND DOCTOR'S Arts and Humanities ......................... White Business and Accountancy ..................... Drab Economics ................................. Copper Education ............................... Light Blue Engineering ................................ Orange Home Economics ........................... Maroon Journalism ................................ Crimson Library Science ............................. Lemon Medicine ................................... Green Music ....................................... Pink Nursing ................................... Apricot Philosophy .............................. Dark Blue Physical Education ...................... Sage Green Science ............................. Golden Yellow Social Science .............................. Cream Theology .................................. Scarlet At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor's degrees do not wear hoods. The color of the tassel on their caps indicates their field of study in accordance with the legend above. 
Class of 1987 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates 
The bachelor's degrees honor graduates are distinguished by stoles and matching tassels worn with 
their caps and gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Red Stoles 
and Tassels and the Magna Cum Laude and Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold 
Stoles and Tassels. Summa Cum Laude 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.85 to 4.0. 
Melissa Ann Bennett 
Sandra Lou Caldwell 
Suzanne Johnson Callihan 
Linda K. Cordial 
Cynthia Lorrainne Dale 
Joseph Henry Eckhart 
David Andrew Evans 
Stephen Duane Farley 
Valerie Rae Grounds 
John David McCullough 
Ellen Gall Miller 
Leslie· Robertson Morris 
James Carlton Musser 
Sarah Etta Holbrook Nuckols 
Trena Renee Powers 
Nickey Lynn Raynes 
Mary Lynn Smith 
Gail Anne Boyd Varney 
Timothy Andrew Vidler 
Virginia Elizabeth West 
Michelle Denise Wilson 
Vikki Lynn Young 
Loukia Zikkos Magna Cum Laude 
These students have attained an 
over-all academic average of 
3.6 to 3.84. 
LeNora Sue Adkins 
Kelly Marie Baker 
Beth Jacqueline Ball 
Joanna Sue Beard 
J. Shawn Berry
Lee Ann Billups
Brigitte Elise Boggs
Mary Beth Booten
Vanessa Cline Bragg
Lisa Virginia Buckner
Marie Ellen Caltrider
Sharon Hughes Chandler
Vicki Lynne Clay
Lori Ann Cook
Henry Augustus Cooke
Jacquelyn Renee Copeland
Sheila Anne Mullarky Dailey
Mark Allen Delomas
Cheryl Ann Dorsey
Michelle Beth Ehret
Rebecca Lee Fyffe
Mysti Lynn Hale
Jennifer Lynn Harding
Carl Christian Hertig
Scott Levan Hogsten
Lora Lynn Humphrey
Gregory Keith Hutton
Lisa Ann Janiszewski
Orman Crawford Johnston
Trina Ruth Kiser
Bruce Jay Kowalski
Steven Roy Lentz
Kelli Ann Lester
Angela Dawn Martin
Kimberly Lynn Mays
Robert Andrew McCarty
Lucinda Jean McNeal
Penny Messinger Bridgette Lee Midkiff Sherrie Ann Napier Sandra Kay Norman Carol Jean Pennington Nunley Michael Vincent Otter Lana Workman Plymale Robert Anthony Rosenbach Daniel Wynn Russell Keny Stollings Rutherford George Thomas Sauvageot Jean A. Silvestrini Lori Adkins Spears Shanda Talip Spears Sherri Lynn Sumpter Crystal Livette Swann Anne M. Templeton Margaret S. Vanzandt Burgetta Lee Eplin Wheeler John Robert Wheeler Stephanie D. Young Cum Laude These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.3 to 3.59. Marc Douglas Arnold Pete Charles Arvon Kathie L. Austin Patricia Ann Bennett Beverly Ann Bostic Blake Lisa Beckett Bode Brenda Jo Boggs Patricia Jayne Bossart Diane Marie Bronosky Debra L. Carey Brumfield Stanley Albert Bumgardner Kimberly Inez Caldwell Elizabeth Susan Callaghan Todd Alexander Campbell Larry Wayne Carroll, Jr. Kimberly Sue Chapman James Michael Christian R. Michael ClickDwight CoburnJames Owen ComerJack Edwin CumminsHelen Browning Curry William Joseph DeBordMary Ellen DennisonTamela Lynn DolinKimberly Ann DonahueMary Ann Eschleman Regina Faye Evans Allison Barker Fisher Willie F. Flannery , III Lucinda Lee Fluharty Charles Allen Ford, II Timothy Craig Galbraith Janetta J. Givens Anne Elizabeth Hainer Helen Margaret Hanshaw Jacqueline Suzanne Harbour Mark Carter Harrington Tammy Jo Akers Hartenstein Kristina Noel Price Hazelett Brenda Ollene Wiley Heaberlin Julie Beth Heishman William F. Henrichs, III Pamela Steed Hill John Edward Hodge Sheryl Lynn Hoke Marisa Jones Hooser Paul Hormick Amy Rae Hudnall Cheryl Lee Johnson Nannette Gay Johnson George Preston Kincaid, III Craig Robert Laing Marc David Lakin Allita Faye Erwin Legg Angela Arthur Lewis Michael David Lewis T enna Kay Lillibridge Grace Patricia Loar Conrad Gail Lucas John Rustram Marks Helen Mae Matheny Cheryl Ann Mayes Maressa Carol Mayhone Cynthia Lanthome Maynard Connie Marie Schultz McCarty Nancy Ann Edens McClure Shawn Allison McGehee Anees Uddin Mian Alisa Kay Minor Eric A. Morgan Robin Denise Nance Brenda Sue May Napier Jeffrey Blaine Nuckolls Stephenie Amelle Palmer Sammi Sue Parrish Phillip Gene Payne Nola Kay Perdue Evelyn Ruth Phillips Rachel Dana Pikarsky Anthony John Pinter Lee Ann Marcum Plumley Christine Marie Quackenbush 
Jima Charlene Shepard Rhodes Lisa Maria Ryan Mary Elizabeth Sansom Debra Kaye Shaff er Jeffery Todd Shears Holly Ann Shipley Carl Joseph Shrewsbury Edgar Clayton Simpson Vincent Scott Smentkowski Rachel Crittenden Smith Sherri Catherine Smith Verna Leigh Smith Thaddeus Barry Southers William Frank Stehney Lois Beth Stevens Tony Braxton Stevens Angela Lynn Stewart Thomas L. Sutherland, Jr. Michelle Renee Taylor Bobby Eugene Tipton, Jr. Janice M. Valentine John Alfred Villers Lydia Rose Watts Jenine Ann Westfall Angela Sue White Charles Michael Whitehead Elizabeth Sarah Whitney Deborah June Williams Lisa Ann Wilmoth Richard Andrew Wilson Robert Jeffrey Wise Mary Evelyn Workman Humbert Zappia Christopher David Zinn Paula Jo Zwick 
Associate Degree Candidates The Associate Degree honor graduates are distinguished by the Royel Blue Stoles and Tassels worn with their caps and gowns. With High Honors These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.7 to 4.0. Patricia Ann Porter Blankenship Rosetta Ann Bradshaw Karen Ruth Brooks Jimmy Edward Fuller, Jr. Billie Delores Gibbs Karen Ray Hatfield Susan Diane Larch With Honors These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.3 to 3.69. Susan Renee Boles Susan Dawn Burdette Gary Michael Bush Lena Donna Carver Vickie Jean Brown Church Janice Darlene Colegrove Andrea Renae Cook Buddy G. Cooper Elsa Bergmann Cox Peggy Ann Cremeans Randall Martin Deal Jane Duncan Fredericks Julia Marie Godwin Annette Sue Harris Judith Via Hendrix Phyllis Hall Jackson Steven Dwayne Johnson Tanya Lynn Joyce Pamela Ann Masullo Lucas Barbara Walker Melton Paul Edward Park Cynthia J. Robinson Darlene Spence Trautwein Janette May Tupis Theresa Ann Wilson Angela Dawn Lewis Sarah Elizabeth Lovejoy Carla White Mallory Betty Savage McCartney Danny L. McMillion Andrea Lou Monty Lisa Marie Moore Marcia Denise O'Dell Barbara Jo Phillips Jerry Richard Sexton Lisa Raye Singer Mary Jane Smith Michele Renee Stevens Lurcie Tabor Stickler Michael Shawn Wetherholt Shelia Gail Winton Marjorie Smith Zirk 
Military Commissions United States Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps 
The following individuals will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army 
at Marshall University, May 9, 1987: 
Nancy M. Banzhaf, United States Army Reserve (Transportation Corps) 
*Thomas G. Bell, Regular Army (Field Artillery)
*Michael D. Copenhaver, Regular Army (Adjutant General Corps)
*Russell A. Crane, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned)
*John B. Haynes, United States Army Reserve (Infantry)
*John E. Hodge, Regular Army (Infantry)
Jeffrey B. Keams, United States Army Reserve (Engineers)
*Anthony J. Lellie, United States Army Reserve (Medical Service Corps)
Robert W. Mayo, United States Army Reserve (Ordnance)
*Charles L. McComas, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned)
Jeffery K. Miles, United States Army Reserve (Armor)
Udale Scott, United States Army Reserve (Engineers)
Gregory L. Wilcoxon, United States Army Reserve (Quartermaster)
Glenn F. Wroczynski, United States Army Reserve (Chemical Corps)
The following individuals have been commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United 
States Army since May 1986: 
Roy T. Barnette, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned) 
Mark A. Lunsford, United States Army Reserve (Chemical Corps) 
Ira J. Noble, Jr, United States Army Reserve (Armor) 
*Steven R. Palmer, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned)
*James W. Runyon, United States Army Reserve (Field Artillery)
John E. Sammons, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned)
Harold D. Stewart, United States Army Reserve (Armor)
* Designates Distinguished Military Student
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education Candidates presented by Allen A. Mori, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1987 Bachelor of Arts 
Gina Leigh Adkins 
LeNora Sue Adkins 
Vicki Anderson 
Lisa Carroll Austin 
Michael Joe Bartram 
Lee Ann Billups 
Brenda Jo Boggs 
Vanessa Cline Bragg 
David T. Brammer 
Debra L. Carey Brumfield 
Susan Elizabeth Butler 
Elizabeth Susan Callaghan 
Kathryn Dean Thompson Campbell 
Patricia Ann Chambers 
Kimberly Sue Chapman 
Marilyn Gaye Cook 
Henry Augustus Cooke 
Karen Lynn Coughlan 
Karen Kay Courts 
Alice Lou Keatley Craft 
Helen Browning Curry 
Carol Sue DeJournett 
Angela Marie Dennison 
Jeffrey Scott Dennison 
Angela Lee Deshuk 
Timothy John Deshuk 
Sandra Kaye Deskins 
Toni Renee Dolan 
Karla Sue Durst 
Mary Elizabeth Eddins 
Connie Simpson Ellis 
Robert Lee Ely, Jr. 
Angela Marie Hutchinson Evans 
Cecili Ann Evans 
Stephen Todd Evans 
Willie F. Flannery, III 
Thomas Matthew Frost 
Mark Lee Fugate 
Kelly Ann Geery 
Ina Lynne Gibson 
Veronica Dea Gwinn 
Carmen Renae Hancock 
Helen Margaret Hanshaw 
Carol Lea Harrison 
Tammy Jo Akers Hartenstein 
Julie Beth Heishman 
James Scott Heldman 
Rhonda Beth Hicks 
Sheryl Lynn Hoke 
Shawn Alan Holliday 
Susan Diane Huffman 
Elizabeth Ann Hurley 
Claude Randal Hurst, Jr. 
Kimberly Galbreena Jackson 
Dale Bradley Jefferson 
Terry Wayne Jeffrey 
Julie Ann Jessie 
Jennifer Lynn Jones 
Barbara Thompson Justice 
Deanna Sue Keeling 
Rick D. Kennedy 
Kimberly Jan Kerley 
Carla Sue Kingsbury 
April M. Lawhorn 
Jeanne Elaine Warner Leadman 
Allita Faye Erwin Legg 
Kelli Ann Lester 
Sherry Dianne Lester 
Alice Elizabeth Lewis 
Beth Ann Lloyd 
Vickie Lynn Lorea 
Darla Jean Lucas 
Kelly Susan Lucas 
Cheryl L. Wellman Lycan 
Angela Dawn Martin 
Robert Thomas Martin, Jr. 
Tawnya Lynn Mathis 
Elizabeth Lynn Maxwell 
Karla Ann May 
Kimberly Jane Maynard 
Bryan David Mays 
Kimberly Lynn Mays 
Thomas Eugene McCallister 
Connie Marie Schultz McCarty 
Christy Lynn McCoy 
Carla Dewan McDonald 
Shawn Allison McGehee 
Paul David Meade 
Laquetta Annette Moore 
Sandy Anne Stull Morris 
Ginger Lynn Mullins 
Margaret Lynn Mullins 
William H. Nicely 
Michael Kessell Nisbet 
Robin Mae Orndorff 
Donald Lee Pace, Jr. 
Joyce Evelyn Miller Paynter 
Nola Kay Perdue 
Brenda Nickell Platt 
Lana Workman Plymale 
Nolan L. Porter, Jr. 
Trena Renee Powers 
Beverly Hom Preece 
Walter Alden Raynes 
J ima Charlene Shepard Rhodes 
Carla Elaine Prince Richardson 
Annaette Maude Robinson 
Patricia Ann Robinson 
Michelle Lee Rombow 
Elizabeth Ann Romeo 
Karen Lynn Ruben 
Lisa Maria Ryan 
Laurie Ann Sandy 
Juanita Melisa Scaggs 
Elizabeth Ann Simmons 
Bridget Kathryn Smith 
Mary Lynn Smith 
Beth Ann Spadafora 
Pamela Diane Stephens 
Julia Stephenson 
Angela Lynn Stewart 
Sherrie Ann Stewart 
Kenneth Robert Stultz, II 
Douglas Aaron Sturgeon 
Rita June Tatman 
Glenda Lee Taylor 
Robin L. Taylor 
Santina Taylor 
Terry Dale Thompson 
Percy Edmund Towle, Jr. 
Benny C Varney, Jr. 
Gail Anne Boyd Varney 
Janith Carol Chaffin Varney 
Terri Lee Ward 
Rebecca Susan Warden 
Jane-Lee Prince Watson 
Christopher Bradford Watts 
Kellie Elizabeth Weekley 
Margaret Louise Wellman 
Virginia Elizabeth West 
Lloyd Robert Wheeler 
Beth Ann Whitescarver 
Deanna L. Williamson 
Marjorie Mae Yeager 
Sandra Lee Young 
Loukia Zikkos Bachelor of Science 
Orman Crawford Johnston 
Melissa Ann Neill 
Degrees Granted D�cember 17, 1986 Bachelor of Arts 
Rebecca Ann Allen 
Pete Charles Arvon 
Beth Jacqueline Ball 
Lisa Ann Barnett 
Patricia Ann Bennett 
Valerie Dawn Blake 
Tina Ruth Blevins 
Diane Marie Bronosky 
Lisa Virginia Buckner 
Glenneeda R. Bums 
James Ray Carte 
Margaret Catherine Casto 
Walter Garfield Chaney 
James Michael Christian 
Vicki Lynne Clay 
Jack Cook, Jr. 
Martha A. Tum bull Fillinger 
Erin Maloy Finney 
Tina Cornwell Foose 
H. Jeanette Reynolds Gore
Chris Ann Grizzell
Michael David Groves
Nancy Vance Hahn
Jennifer Lynn Harding
Roberta Paul Hardwick
Tanja Marie Harmon
Kristen Elyse Hill
Herbert L. Hively, II
Antoinette D. Holmes
Marisa Jones Hooser
Tama L. Hughey
Rebecca Lou Jeffers
David Keathley
James Kevin King
Cheryl Lynne Legge
Jennifer Hope Lester
Angela Arthur Lewis
Sandra Lavonne Lowe
Kathleen Mary Maguire 
Cheryl Ann Mayes 
Angela Blanche Maynard 
Cynthia Lanthome Maynard 
Nancy Ann Edens McClure 
Donna F. Hagerman McComas 
Thomas Edward McConkey, Jr. 
Lucinda Jean McNeal 
Barry Clifford Meadows 
Russell William Meadows 
Gina Denise Miller 
William Jennings Morrison, III 
Brenda Sue May Napier 
Vicki Lynette Niday 
Barbara Anne Pezzello 
Paula Ellen Pierson 
Lee Ann Marcum Plumley 
Lesa Beeson Pridemore 
James Ramey, Jr., II 
Melisa Ann Reed Phillip Wayne Robertson Cozetta Gay Salyer Catherine Jo Savisky Brent Arnold Seckman Lei Shawn Sergent Priscilla Lynnette Simms Sathasivam S/O Sitheravellu Rachel Crittenden Smith Sherri Catherine Smith Shanda T alip Spears Terri Kaye Spencer Lois Beth Stevens James Arthur Straughan, Jr. Crystal Livette Swann Carla Jean Meadows Vance Sharyn Lynn Vickers Lydia Rose Watts Carla Jean Coffman White William E. White Elizabeth Sarah Whitney Ann Mary Wirts 
Degrees Granted August 15, 1986 Bachelor of Arts Tonja Jevetta Adams Patsy Ann Beckelhimer Cindy Leah Cassity Kelly Yvette Cline Jacquelyn Renee Copeland Ruthann Cromer Peggy Christina Delaney Sheila Faye Dingess Rebecca Rouie Hetzer William Arthur Hynus Kim Renee Hilliard Jahnes Regania Sue Adkins Jeffrey Marc David Lakin Charlotte Leigh Sliger Lawman Sandra Davis Lawson Rachel Lee Shanklin Mease Ellen Gall Miller Lessie Suzanne Miller Shelley May Morris Dallas Wayne Plumley Barry K. Sealock Aaron Dale Thompson 
Degrees Granted July 11, 1986 Bachelor of Arts Frank Leonard Barnett, Jr. Cynthia Lynn Bryan Anthony Paul Cline Dwight Coburn Kelli Dianne Cromer Julia Lea Doss James Harrison Ford Conrad Gail Lucas Daniel Lee Mollette Larry Karl Morris Sarah Etta Holbrook Nuckols Ralph E. Rider Remona Lynn Robertson Alice Faye Bailey Simons Lula Denise Smith Warren Eric Smith Mary Evelyn Workman LeaAnn Beth Wray Mary ElizaBeth Wyant Judith Elaine Young Bachelor of Science Jack Charles Chambers Gregory Scott Cottrill T enna Kay Lillibridge David B. Weir Mark Randall Wallace Tammy Jean Wellman Robert Jeffrey Wise Paula Jo Zwick Bachelor of Science Brenda Marie America-Ewanus Edward Arthur Legge Janet L. Mahon Pamela Jean Spencer Daniel Aaron Staggs David Wayne Thompson Melisa Carol Ward Jenine Ann Westfall Elizabeth Ann White Robert M. Williamson 
College of Liberal Arts Candidates presented by Alan B. Gould, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1987 
Bachelor of Arts 
Tonya Lynn Adkins 
Wilson Van Adkins, Jr. 
Oswald C. Akwitti 
Valerie Jean Anderson 
Kathie L. Austin 
Melissa Ann Baker 
Joshua Cameron Barrax 
E. Jane Kearney Beal
J. Shawn Berry
Douglas Roane Birdsong
Rebecca Weed Blevins
James Franklin Bolen, Sr.
Penny Lynn Booth
Stanley Albert Bumgardner
Jan Lee Bush
Christopher Alan Canfield
Monica Theresa Castillo
R. Michael Click
Jennifer S. Cook
Joel Christian Cook
John Charles Cumbea
Susan Leigh Curry
Cynthia Lorrainne Dale
Rebecca Lyn Daniels
Carolyn Ann Daugherty
Jane Leigh Daugherty
Rebecca Lynn Davis
Jeffrey Dean Deskins
Cynthia Kay Dillon
Kimberly Ann Donahue
Mary Ann Eschleman
David Andrew Evans
Regina Faye Evans
Charles Curtis Felty
Jonathan Allan Ferguson
Allison Barker Fisher
Beverly Carol Gandee
David Michael Ganim
Karen L. Garcia
Michael J. Grady 
Cathy Lynn Greiner 
Ronald M. Guzinski 
William David Hall 
Mark Carter Harrington 
Gwen Patricia Heslep 
Curtis Andrew Hodge 
William Howard Holbrook, Jr. 
Stephen Russell Holley 
Tammy Lynn Jackson 
Lisa Ann Janiszewski 
Maria Danielle Jones 
Jo Ann Jordan 
Michael Farrell Kennedy 
George Preston Kincaid, III 
Pamela Gay Pennington Kirk 
Trina Ruth Kiser 
James Gregory Lawson 
Betty Jo Lee 
Lauren Heather Lowe 
William Craig Loy 
James Anthony Lucas 
Gaynelle Ann Lynch 
Billye Jo Lyons 
John Rustram Marks 
Jeannie Martin 
Helen Mae Matheny 
Jayne Marie Matlack 
Jill Cheree Mayfield 
Pamela Ann McCallister 
Robert Andrew McCarty 
Robert Patrick Midkiff 
Christa Ann Miller 
Alisa Kay Minor 
Lisha Lafaun Morris 
Michael Thomas Morris 
Cynthia Marie Mulligan 
Rosalie Myers 
Allison Renee Nelson 
Dennis Mark Norman 
Cynthia Rhea O'Dell 
Godwin Ike Oluh 
Greta Jill Otto 
Jackie Lee Palmer 
Sammi Sue Parrish 
Karen Louise Parsons 
Phillip Gene Payne 
David Randall Pelfrey 
Susan Alley Pelfrey 
Evelyn Ruth Phillips 
Rachel Dana Pikarsky 
Jeffrey Allen Plasha 
Annette Lynn Ratliff 
Gregory Alan Rayburn 
Tanya Lyn Richardson 
Rebecca Grace Riffle 
Tammy Sue Rita 
Matthew Britt Robertson 
Rhonda Lynn Roe 
Mitzi Lynn Ross 
Philip C. Roy 
Paul John Sarnosky 
Mary Elizabeth Sansom 
Sonya Rhonae Sayre 
T aizoon Saify Shamsher 
Michael Todd Shanesy 
Melinda Hughes Shears 
Holly Ann Shipley 
Kimberly Ellis Slawson 
Giles Gabriel Snyder 
Stephanie Leann Stadler 
Mark Edward Stanley 
Theresa Ann Stepp 
Harold Dean Stewart 
Sherri Lynn Sumpter 
Kiyomi Tatsuno 
Constance Clark Taylor 
Anne M. Templeton 
__ ..oil 
Daniel S. Tennant Paula Nancy Thomas Cynthia Louise Tipton Wayne Douglas Turley Mark Allen Turner Margaret S. VanZandt Ellen Marie Varner Burgetta Lee Eplin Wheeler Linda Gail Hatten Williamson Michelle Denise Wilson Deanna J. Worrell Vikki Lynn Young Christopher David Zinn Bachelor of Science Paul Lee Beach James Maxwell Boyd Jess Michael Cartwright Rebecca Lee Fyffe Ann Keller Hoover Craig-Robert Laing Mary Theresa Lang Deirdre Selene Prince Dirk Gilbert Vanderkraats Deborah Lynn Johnson Wood Bachelor of Social Work Joanna J. Carson Terry Lynn Hibbs Chitra V. Kamdar Gina Beth Queen Daphne Annette Sims 
Degrees Granted December 17, 1986 Bachelor of Arts Sally Beth Bair Jennifer Lane Behrendt Catherine Louise Bostwick Bonnie Sue Bowyer Karl Brack Lorene Elizabeth Burkhart Kelli Jo Busch Paul Richard Ciarrochi Christi Lynne Cobb David Michael Cole Mark Rahal Crutchfield Lisa Kay Edgell Gena Gail Ellis Juan Manuel Forero Michael Allen Friel Donna Marie Greenwald Robert Glenn Harris George Brian Harris Pamela Steed Hill William Frank Holroyd Paul Hormick Gina Ellen Johnson Livia Irene Justice Beth Ann Lockhart Amy L. Martin Brett Douglas McRoberts Penny Messinger Patrick Joseph Moore Robin Denise Nance Jeffrey Blaine Nuckolls Lori Beth Parsons Raymona Preston Emelina Martinez Ramirez Rhonda Lynne Rittenhouse Robinson 
Degrees Granted August 15, 1986 Bachelor of Arts Vincent Todd Belville Lisa Ann Bennett Lisa Lee Brumfield William Joseph DeBord Nefer Eileen Denny Debra Ann Dreger Joseph Henry Eckhart Teresa Ann Eye Lucinda Lee Fluharty Daniel Michael Gleason Joseph Lee Harris Barbara L. Holstein Richardson Hand Hulcher Lisa Michelle Johnson Leslie Robertson Morris James Carlton Musser James Robert Napier David J. Pennington Wendy Anne Perry Reba Diane Roberts Patti Lynn Shaver Edgar Clayton Simpson Stephani-e Shawn Smith Lori Adkins Spears William Barnett St. Clair Virginia Susannah Stalker Miriam Ermeline Stepp Tracy L. Urian Paula Lacey Waddell Donna Lynette Worthy Bachelor of Social Work Susanna Brewer Michelle Renee Taylor Marc Eliot Tissenbaum Angela Sue White John B. White Bachelor of Social Work Susan R. Fry 
Degrees Granted July 11, 1986 Bachelor of Arts 
TyAnn Callison 
Gabriel Ekeopara 
David Michael Holley 
Charles Donald Hoskins, Jr. 
Laura Jane Kelley 
Daniel Eugene Miller 
Leslie Sue Moninger 
Patrick Bruce Neff 
Todd Eugene Patrick 
Nickey Lynn Raynes 
Tammy Lynn Rice 
James Allen Ross 
Jeanine Stevens 
Rick Donald Whisman Bachelor of Science 
Matthew Albert Kelly 
Craig Franklin Sutphin 
College of Business Candidates presented by Robert P. Alexander, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1987 Bachelor of Business Administration Jerri Lynn Harris Adams Ellis Ray Adkins Michael Ray Adkins Aaron Bowman Alexander Marc Douglas Arnold Timothy Scott Ashworth Kelly Marie Baker John Scott Barker David Hubbard Barnett Larry James Beard Michael George Birurakis Jennifer Lee Blake Timothy Scott Blake John Bryant Bledsoe Brigitte Elise Boggs Annette C. Borst Kevin Andre' Bourgeois Lawrence M. Bowling Leslie Fredrick Brooks Pamela Lynn Brown Michael David Bryant Cheri Anne Calder Kimberly Inez Caldwell Marie Ellen Caltrider Jeffrey Scott Cantley Larry Wayne Carroll, Jr. William Leonard Chaffins John Howard Chapman Martin Scott Chapman Gary Edward Cheslock David Howard Clark Kerry Dawn Collias Carol Anne Conrad Lori Ann Cook Sarah Ann Cook Angela Christina Cotton Angela Shelynn Crihfield Brian Alfred Cruciger Johnna Lee Spence Curnutte Derek Watkins Davis James Mathis Davis, Ill Paul Wesley Davis Jinah Jeree Dean John Thomas Dean Mark Shannon Dean Mary Ellen Dennison Brenda K. De Vore Jeffrey Vernon Doak Scott Alan Dobson Tamela Lynn Dolin Mark A. Durrett Stephanie Lynn Dye Jane Ann Ehman Michelle Beth Ehret Gregory Gay Elkins Karl Andrew Epps James Harry Fankhanel, Jr. Leslie Anne Farley Stephen Duane Farley Benjamin Dale Fetter Carl E. Fodor, Jr. Charles Allen Ford, II John Frassinelli, Jr. Amy Beth Frazier George Jefferson Fuller, II Joseph C. Gacek Lori L. Galford Dwight Richard Gallimore Steven Edward Geibel Janetta J. Givens Scott Charles Godgluck Angeline Suzette Graham Parham Habibi Anne Elizabeth Hainer Vanessa Annette Hairston Mysti Lynn Hale Kent Douglas Hall Walter Creed Hansbarger Jon Stephen Hatten Margaret Anne Hayes John Boyd Haynes Kristina Noel Price Hazelett Leslie Lorraine Hillin John.Edward Hodge Edwin Keith Hollandsworth Virginia Lynne Holtzclaw Amy Rae Hudnall Rodney Darius Huffman James David Hurse Phillip Scott Hutchison Tony Chibuzor E. lchite, III Katherine Randolph Jarrett James Lewis Johe Brett Allen Jones Christopher Joel Jones David Micheal Justice Teresa Ann Kies Russell M. Kilgore David B. Korstanje Susan Annette Legg Robert Frederick Lewis Douglas Urban Loudermilk Lloyd Randall Lowe John Morgan Lusk, Jr. Bryan David Mahaffey Oster Scott Mathisen Jeffrey K. McCreery John David McCullough 
Lisa Michelle McDermott 
Paul Michael McKee 
Bridgette Lee Midkiff 
Mike Ray Midkiff 
Nancy Louise Mitchell 
James Christopher Madie 
Steven Scott Mullett 
Robert Todd Muth 
David Carte Myers 
Kelly Ann Naseef 
Robert Jennings Neace, II 
David Michael Nicholas 
George R. Nisbet, Jr. 
Harold Clifton Noe, Jr. 
Robert Paul Nutter 
Robert Otis O'Quinn 
Jennifer Lynne Parsley 
Lisa Lynn Piepenbrink 
Lisa Lay Powers 
Kelli Anne Queen 
Ralph David Raike 
Paul Allen Reeves 
Michael E. Reinhardt 
David Wayne Riggs 
Michele Elaine Ross 
Nathan Todd Runner 
Clyde William Salmons 
George Thomas Sauvageot 
Jeffrey Scott Schilling 
Melissa Lyn Seacrist 
Jeffery Todd Shears 
Jeanne Beth Shedd 
Diana Kay Florence Shepard 
Kip Bogard Sheppard 
Brett Edward Short 
Cynthia Louise Sigman 
Michael Dwayne Smith 
Verna Leigh Smith 
Thaddeus Barry Southers 
Earl E. Spencer, IV 
Kimberly Dawn Stamper 
Timothy Wayne Stephens 
Tony Braxton Stevens 
Robert Lee Stout, Jr. 
Harmon Toney Stroud 
Angela Y eri Moore Swann 
Brian Todd Swisher 
Scott Chatham Thomas 
Sherry Lynn Thomas 
Bobby Eugene Tipton, Jr. 
Thomas Allen Tomblin 
Shelly Marie T Otten 
James Nicholas Tsismanakis 
Donald Martin Turney 
Mark Darin Underwood 
Tammy Renee Van Dyke 
Tana Marie Villani 
Daniel Arnold Weekley 
Suzanne Olivia Weese 
David Scott Welch 
Gary Keith White 
Tracy Andrew White 
Stephanie Kay Whitman 
Jeffrey Harold Wilhelm 
Jon Howard Wilhelm 
Marilyn Lou Wilkes 
Deborah June Williams 
Rebecca Ann Wood 
Lisa Lynn Young 
Stephanie D. Young 
Amy Elizabeth Younger Bachelor of Science 
Joanna Sue Beard 
Michael Ludwig Carey 
Charles Michael Carmon 
Margaret Ann Castle 
Steven Earl Clagg 
James Owen Comer 
Leigh Hampton Ervine 
Craig Lee Fearnow 
Julie Ann Felty 
Robert Dallas Harper 
Gregory Keith Hutton 
Steven Roy Lentz 
Todd Randall Mays 
Jean Ann Cook Nichols 
Sandra Kay Norman 
Michael Vincent Otter 
Don-Ellen Ray 
Robert Anthony Rosenbach 
Cary Sue Smith 
William Frank Stehney, Jr. 
Timothy Andrew Vidler 
Jennifer Lynn Wooten 
Degrees Granted December 17, 1986 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Charles Edward Adkins, Jr. 
Ikechi Godfrey Amaefule 
Joseph Shawn Arbaugh 
Keith Allen Bare 
Susan Tolbert Barnett 
Darryl Harvey Bassett 
Beverly Ann Bostic Blake 
Ginger Lea Booth 
Suzanne Johnson Callihan 
Todd Alexander Campbell 
Larry Gene Canterbury, II 
Bret L. Chandler 
Sharon Hughes Chandler 
Pamela Kay Claypool 
Colonel James Cline 
John Bryan Counts 
William Alexander Crisp 
Dina Jo Currey 
William Lloyd Davenport 
Robert Newman Dorsey 
Pamela Dawn Duty 
Susan Lynn Evensen 
James Kelly Farmer 
Cynthia Lee Fedczak 
William Michael Ferguson 
Cynthia Kay Flowers 
Michael E. Francois 
Mary Ellen Fulks 
Mary Elizabeth Griffith 
Valerie Rae Grounds 
Brenda Ollene Wiley Heaberlin 
Roy John Hehl 
Laura Elizabeth Hinshaw 
Gerald Eugene Holley, II 
Jerome Michael Hurley 
Bertonya La Vae Ison 
Lisa Ane Jack 
Christopher Andrew Jarrell 
Rob Alan Johnston 
Brian Scott Jordan 
Karen A. Kapp 
Gena Lynette Lewis 
Grace Patricia Loar 
Rebekah Longanacre 
Patrick Randall Marcum 
James Allen Marshall 
James A. Martin 
Victor Lee Martina 
Maressa Carol Mayhone 
John Howard Maynard 
Charles Leonard McCoy 
Edmond Joseph McGovern, III 
Stephen Alan McKenzie 
Shawn Timothy Mclane 
Harry E. Meador, II 
Anees Uddin Mian 
Angela Lauren Mohr 
Christopher Quinn Naum 
Beverly Maurice Nelson 
Brian Keith Noe 
David Eugene Oakes 
Benjamin Chukwudi Ogbaegbe 
Shari Lynn Olson 
Joan Elizabeth Opell 
Philip Keith Orrison 
David Richard Papalia 
Jeffrey B. Parsons 
Jennifer Lynn Pelfrey 
Timothy Trice Pitchford 
Leland Earl Pottorff 
Jeffrey Alan Proctor 
Kelly Anne Quinn 
Paul Nolan Raines 
Marcia Elaine Riffe 
James Kevin Roach 
Diane Lynn Rohal 
Mihail Panagiotis Rovatsos 
Andrew James Ruben 
Pamela Sue Curtis Ruckman 
Fred Ryan, Jr. 
Carl Joseph Shrewsbury 
Patricia Carol Shumate 
Samuel Brentton Sims 
Joel Eugene Skeens 
Douglas Bryan Smith 
James Roger Smith, II 
Anna Marie Sorrell 
Lisa Dawn Ardman Stanley 
Phillip Charles Stearman 
Degrees Granted August 15, 1986 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Larry Dale Anderson 
Jay Lawrence Baker 
Jon Daniel Bell 
Craig Shelby Bishop 
Paul Edmond Caldwell 
Linda K. Cordial 
James Floyd Crawford 
Thomas Edward Dailey, Jr. 
Kenneth Francis Fitzpatrick 
Gina Carol Fry 
Arlie David Hale 
Jacqueline Suzanne Harbour 
Robert Virden Harrison 
John Byron Humphrey 
Kelly Michele James 
Michael David Lewis 
Joumana Mosrie 
Ahmad Zaki Muhamad 
John Stewart Orr 
Regina Diana Pack 
Diana Lynn Ryle 
Lee Ann Stepp 
Dennis Edward Taylor 
Connie Dare Tincher 
Mark Edward Straight 
Jerald Hughes Sutherland 
Thomas L. Sutherland, Jr. 
Joseph Patrick Thomas 
Robert Andrew Ulliman 
John Alfred Villers 
Dolan L. Wallace 
John Robert Wheeler 
Charles Michael Whitehead 
S. Lynn Wiblin
Juan Ramon Wilbome
Mark Jarrett Williams
Donald Chowning Wright, III
Jefferson Wendell Wright, II
Joseph Christopher Yeager
Michael Edward Zuliani, IIBachelor of Science 
Joel Edward Hartney 
Carl Christian Hertig 
Debra Kaye Shaffer 
Eric Lee Welch 
James Michael Wellman 
Mark Steven Whitt Bachelor of Science 
Penny Kennett Burcham 
Charles Joseph Fleckenstein 
Tammy Lynn Giles 
Philip Napier 
Degrees Granted July 11, 1986 Bachelor of Business Administration Sarah Jane Beckwith Virginia Sue Callahan Jane Graham Craig Wanda Malcolm Cutter David Raymond Doerr Theresa L. Dohm Theresa Renee' Hardman Benjamin Lee Harris James Albert Mitchell Sherri Lynn Link Morgan Iris Grace Perez Joyce Elaine Pope David H. Roach James Lee Roberts Richard Gene Ruckman Marjorie L. Schriver Cassandra Anne Smith Jeffrey Jay Smith Angela Kaye Stidom Kathy Jean Wells Bachelor of Science Scott Levan Hogsten Richard Todd Sortet 
College of Science Candidates presented by E. S. Hanrahan, Dean Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1987 Bachelor of Science Kevin Duane Baker Carlene June Baldwin David Kyle Barker Melissa Ann Bennett Mary Beth Booten Sandra Lou Caldwell Raymond T. Campbell Paul Joseph Clancy Peggy Sue Cochran Sheila Anne Mullarky Dailey Mark Allen Delomas Jennifer Lynn Dickens Brinda Estep-Waggoner Timothy Craig Galbraith Paul Glen Hackett Bachelor of Science Bryan Lee Cremeans Vincent Scott Smentkowski Bachelor of Science Rachel Joy Beltran Andrada Virgil Waldo Jones, III Bachelor of Science Toni Marie Foti Joseph Dean Saxton . 1n 1n . 1n Todd Mc Vey Handley Stephanie Lyn Humphrey Carla Rena Hunter Basel Awni Sharif Issa Harold Stewart Jeter Bruce Jay Kowalski Eric A. Morgan Sherrie Ann Napier Swati Ojha Stephenie Amelle Palmer Susan Bancroft Pauig Lisa F. Pavlis Anthony John Pinter Richard Eugene Powell Ruth Ann Redden Chemistry Medical Technology Angela Carroll Shaffer Lisa Ann Wilmoth Cytotechnology Kelli Leigh Russell Timothy Craig Sayre James Benson Schweickart Catherine Louise Showalter Gregory Charles Shuler Paul Eugene Smith, III John Douglas Stevens Danny Ray Stone James Lewis Valleau Doshia Jane Webb Thomas Ray Webb Cheryl Elaine Williams Edward Harwell Young, III 
Degrees Granted December 17, 1986 Bachelor of Science Mark Edward Baker Robert R. Barton Azim Ekhtiari Vincent Mark George John K. Gieseking, II Jason Keith Griffith Kevin Gene Howerton Voltaire Rosalio Jagdon Jackie Lee Kinder, Jr. Samuel R. Kitts Karla Kay Lucas Robert Wendall Mayo Bentley Randall Midkiff Vernon Francis Morenas Whitney Brett Moss Aloy Ofoegbu Okereke Associate in Applied Science Jacqueline Ann Hicks 
Degrees Granted August 15, 1986 Bachelor of Science Dwain Arthur Blake, II Sandra Lynn Cork Robert L. Crowder Lana L. Davis Tammy Dawn Farley Fredrick Mont Fortner Vivian Lei Gunter Brigitte Helen Keon Bachelor of Science in Chemistry Scott David Brown Bachelor of Science 1n Medical Technology Marina Elizabeth Wilchek 
Degrees Granted July 11, 1986 Bachelor of Science Patricia Jayne Bossart Raifu Oyewole Durodoye Bachelor of Arts William F. Henrichs, III Kim Renee Milam Jeffrey Morris Mullins Associate in Applied Science Regina Susan Templeton Cathy Jane Rase Denise Barker Schmid Timothy Charles Smith Peter Alvin Spurlock, III Carrie Marie Toth Mary Lou Varney Daniel Wynn Russell Janet Katherine Wolfe Humbert Zappia Taofik Anwar Sadat David Lee Sarrett 
College of Fine Arts Candidates presented by Paul A. Balshaw, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1987 Bachelor of Fine Arts Cheryl Ann Dorsey Gerald Dwayne Johnson Christopher M. Laber Denise Annette Poole 
Degrees Granted December 17, 1986 Bachelor of Fine Arts Jack Edwin Cummins Christine Marie Quackenbush Biddle F. Williams, Jr. Bobbie L. Wyckoff 
Degrees Granted July 11, 1986 Bachelor of Fine Arts Joseph H. Chrest, Jr. Laura Nell Phillips 
School of Nursing Candidates presented by Sharon Ambrose, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1987 Bachelor of Science 1n Nursing Kimberly Denise Ball Karen Thompson Berry Stacey Ann Blythe Lori Lynn King Butcher Kathryn Louise Bowen Christian Shawn Elizabeth Cline Deborah Ann Cordle Davis Peggy F. Dyer Susan Marie Hawes Paula Jean Hogsten Lora Lynn Humphrey Nannette Gay Johnson Tawna Lynn Rice Johnson Norma Jean Kirk Cherie Regina Knopp Anjanette Morrison Patricia Joyce Mrgich Cheryl Mae Newsom Kaye Hanshaw Norton Carol Jean Pennington Nunley Associate in Science in Nursing Valerie Dawn Adkins Teresa Lynn Arthur Patricia Ann Porter Blankenship Nancy Carol Conley Bostar Terry Rosele Brisendine Castle Sara Elizabeth Clagg Melissa Allen Cole Elsa Bergmann Cox Katrina Ann Holley Cummings Randall Martin Deal Sheila Kay DePue Theressa A. Dillon Kerri Dawn Egnor Ruth Mae Fletcher Dee A. Freeman Anna Louise Grinstead Debra F. Hay Judith Via Hendrix Daniel Lee Hicks Rhonda Gale Holmes Deanna Nell Johnson Sally Lynn Johnson Steven Dwayne Johnson Jennifer Lobo Kendrick Vicki Jo Lancaster Robert Joseph Lord Pamela Ann Masullo Lucas Nancy Cassem Mosrie Melissa Jane Munday Elizabeth Anne Murphy Annette Marie Nester Julie Anne Parsley Deanna Wanda Dotson Parsons Valerie J. Parsons Melanie Lynn Perry Sandra Joan Roberts Kany Stollings Rutherford Kathy McKnight Saber Monica Dawn Short Susan Elizabeth Updegraff Robin L. Browning Walton Carol Lynn Patterson Cherilyn Renae Ramey Lisa Renee Ransbottom Angel Katrice Rife Sally Ann Sale Debra Jane Schaefer Alisa Joann Scott Janet Lee Griffith Sheridan Margaret Ellen Tyree Singer Victoria Lynn Smith Irene Neal Taylor Mary Wade Joseph M. Wallis Doris Marie Woolwine Kimberly Jean Riddle Young 
Degrees Granted December 17, 1986 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Katherine Cook Miller Associate in Science in Nursing 
Kelly Rae Beane 
Karen Elaine Ransbottom 
Degree Granted August 15, 1986 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Sandra Sanns Dunkle 
Degree Granted July 11, 1986 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Janice M. Valentine 
Regents Bachelor of Arts Candidates presented by Carol A. Smith, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1987 Regents Bachelor of Arts Janice Huff Blankenship Lisa Beckett Bode Joy Dimitroff Boster Brenda Amelia Hall Browning W. Douglas BryanNancy M. Davis CarterCammie Hersman ChattertonJoAnn K. ChickMelissa Kay Crouch James Bradford Davis Evelyn Yvea Ann Duncan Michael Patrick Eschleman Blane Scott Evans Theresa Marie Hanak Scott Carlton Hoppe Joey Brett Jewell Cheryl Lee Johnson James Rexford King Robert Ross Kulp Gary Bernard Morrison Abrahim Ahmed Mustantig Leon Newton Thomas O'Dell Robinson Bruce Edwin Trent Nancy Elizabeth Wyant 
Degrees Granted December 17, 1986 Regents Bachelor of Arts Stephanie Ann Adkins Norman E. Bragg, Jr. Jennings Daniel Breedon Brenda Faye Crockett Brown Edward Lee Cheek Edward Lee Clatworthy John Frederick Davis Everette Richard Fink Wanda Jean Combs Gilbert Gregory Jay Hamby Sue Pritchard Hatcher Gary Henderson Mark Edward Huff Catherine L. Huffman Jeff Ison, Jr. James Edward King, Jr. Anthony Robert Matics Gregory Paul McCutcheon Mark David Miller Alex James Payne Mary Ellen Adkins Reid Joyce A. Schoolcraft Jerry Richard Sexton Jean A. Silvestrini Roy Steven Thomas Rodney Carmel Thompson George Griffith Varnum Eddie Lee Wilds Richard Andrew Wilson 
Degrees Granted August 15, 1986 Regents Bachelor of Arts Gerald Lee Barron Harold Lee Beaty Henry William Brewer, Jr. Teresa Monique Cousins Elizabeth Dougherty Mary Kathlene Harmon Richard Claude Johnston Gregory Dean Justus Grant Lindley Marple Robert Alton Newman 
Degrees Granted July 11, 1986 Regents Bachelor of Arts Lloyd Gene Ayers Donna Sullivan Cihota James Howard Cremeans Mary Kathryn Fizer Sandra K. Gardner Michele Marie Keller Royden Kennon Lawrence Katona Maynard Manissero Kitty Elaine Black Maynard Lucian Evans Maynard, Jr. Bret Andrew Rice Jessie Lynn Richardson Bruce William Penley Mary Katherine Prino Richard Lee Ramsburg Mohamed Issa Sulaiman Judith Allen Trent Carmella Cline Robinson Randy Dale Taylor Scott Thomas Betty Lou Wood 
Community College Candidates presented by F. David Wilkin, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1987 Associate in Applied Science Emery Grant Adkins Ida Lynn Adkins Judy Robin Ross Adkins Sarah Elizabeth Bailey Amy Suzanne Barnhart Sheryl D. Bartram Toni Renee Bills Susan Renee Boles Rosetta Ann Bradshaw Ronald Gene Britton Karen Ruth Brooks Susan Dawn Burdette Twila Marie Burgess Emily Carter Sandra Jeanne Campbell Lena Donna Carver Byron K. Chanoine Alisha Danay Childers Vickie Jean Brown Church James Allen Clayborn Janice Darlene Colegrove Julie Ann Collins Andrea Renae Cook Jane Deanne Cullum Deborah Elizabeth Difalco Timothy Darrell Dishman Virginia Christine Donevant Dreama Topping Duke Billie Edward Duty Pamela Sue Easthom Edwin Leon Ferguson Jane Duncan Fredericks Tammy Gartin Blankenship Billie Delores Gibbs Julia Marie Godwin Roger Lee Gravely Joann Marie Haley Angie Jo Hammett Annette Sue Harris Rachel Elizabeth House Sandra Workman Hutchison Phyllis Hall Jackson Terri Leigh Jones Tanya Lynn Joyce Christopher Kevin Keaton William David Kershner Angela Dawn Lewis Carla White Mallory Jo Allyson Martin Denise Louise Mason Sandra Maynard Ellen Jean Mayo Gary Michael McComas Teresa Darlene Meadows Andrea Lou Monty Lisa Marie Moore Lisa Elaine Estep Mullett Elizabeth Ann Murphy Tracey Dawn Myland Lana Gay Nelson Tracy Leigh Nichols Pamela L. Byrd O'Neill Clarise G. Paige F. Robert Palmer, Jr. Paul Edward Park Annette Lynn Bennett Paxton Barbara Jo Phillips Amber Renee Ransbottom Beverly Ann Rogers Reiter Victor Scott Rooper Lisa Gayle Rowe Lisa Raye Singer Maria Carol Smith Mary Jane Smith Jeffrey Scott Spaulding Cynthia Christine Thom Kelli Lea Thurman Darlene Spence Trautwein Marlene F. Tucker Brahathambal Vellayan John Jay Warren Michael Shawn W etherholt Michele Lynn Wetherholt Rhonda Kay Wheeler Rhonda Sue Wilson Susan Michelle Wilson Shelia Gail Winton Associate in Arts Rufus Dinkle Jobe, Jr. Danny L. McMillion James B. Napier - -,'
Degrees granted December 17, 1986 Associate in Applied Science 
Janet Faye Barbour Broce 
Gary Michael Bush 
Kellie Jean Butcher 
Pamela Susan Campbell 
Cassandra Lynn Casto 
Buddy G. Cooper 
Draunta Lynn Cordell 
Jackie Lynn Crawford 
Claude Ray Cremeans, Jr. 
Peggy Ann Cremeans 
James Edward Davis 
Lisa Smith Edwards 
Jimmy Edward Fuller, Jr. 
Warren Lee Graham, II 
Amy Alison Harshbarger 
Dora Rutherford Harshbarger 
Karen Ray Hatfield 
Kelley Gay Helmick 
Christine Dare Holtzworth 
Kathy Dawn Hubbard 
Carolyn Aretta Jones 
Susan Diane Larch 
Sarah Elizabeth Lovejoy 
Craig David Mayes 
Mary Elizabeth McClain 
Robin Renee McClure 
Teresa Scarlet Mong 
Kimberly Annette Morrison 
Mark Shawn Morrison 
Marcia Denise O'Dell 
Clarise Gaye Paige 
Pamela Marie Payton 
Degrees Granted August 15, 1986 Associate in Applied Science 
Pamela Sue Albright 
Teresa Lynn Beter 
Helen Rethear Dickerson Associate in Arts 
Marjorie Smith Zirk 
Phyllis Jean Frye 
Lisa Kate Hunt 
Barbara Walker Melton 
Degrees Granted July 11, 1986 Associate in Applied Science 
Marianna Furbee 
Michael William Wade Associate in Arts 
Betty Savage McCartney 
Cynthia J. Robinson 
Lisa Anne Rowe 
Cynthia Dee Sayre 
Evelyn M. Beckett Sergent 
Jerry Richard Sexton 
Vernia Bernice Sheppard 
Forest Glenn Smith 
Michele Renee Stevens 
Lurcie Tabor Stickler 
Lora Jean Stuart 
Janette May Tupis 
Sharon Lynn Pobjecky Wendt 
Phyllis Marie White 
Theresa Ann Wilson 
Sherri Lea Morgan 
l
Graduate School Candidates presented by Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1987 Master of Arts 
Regina Dinah Tomblin Adams 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Deborah Adkins 
Marshall University Speech 
Rhonda Gail Adkins 
Marshall University Home Economics 
Betty Amelia Arce 
Eastern Mennonite College Biological Sciences 
Amy Lynn Ataei 
Salem College 
Art 
Lois Kirshman Berg 
Shepherd College Sociology 
Kimberly Sue Beder 
Marshall University Special Education 
Virginia Louise Bicknell 
Marshall University 
Communication Arts 
Kimberly Sue Binford 
Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Hazel Anna Sacre Bowen 
Marshall University Secondary Education 
Bernice Pack Carter 
Marshall University Special Education Ada Wallace Casto Marshall University Elementary Education Beverley Jo Jarvis Casto Marshall University Elementary Education Robert Daniel Cleek Marshall University Special Education Regena Hager Curtis Marshall University Special Education Angela Kay Cutright Marshall University Elementary Education John Seh David Cuttington University College Educational Administration Salhin Bashier Elahjji Marshall University Mathematics Kimberly Ann Ellis Marshall University Counseling Janie Joanne Ferrell Marshall University Special Education Lisa Anne Gallico East Tennessee State University Home Economics Denise Cathine Nelson Hall Marshall University Elementary Education Kimberly Gale Clark Hall Georgetown College Special Education Kimberly Suzanne Hamilton Marshall University Counseling Heather Hatcher West Virginia University Counseling Beverly Lynne Hayes Marshall University Special Education John Carlton Hennen, Jr. West Virginia University History Barbara Atkinson Henry Marshall University English Brian Scott Hissom Marshall University Counseling Rebecca Lora Hoylman Marshall University Special Education Lynn Catherine Inman West Virginia State College Biological Sciences Terrance E. Jankowski Bowling Green State University Music Michael Brent Lacy University of Charleston Counseling 
Patti Lupton LaMaster 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Joyce Gail Lewis 
Marshall University Special Education 
Debra Northup Long 
Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Lisa Roberta Marshall 
Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Allyson Adams McAlister 
Northern Kentucky University English 
Elizabeth Nell McClung 
Marshall University Music 
Linda R. McGraw 
Ohio University Music 
Kim London Miller 
Marshall University Sociology 
Lori Ellen Mohebbian 
Marshall University Home Economics 
Melanie Rebecca Moore 
Marshall University Special Education 
Frances Hudson Murphy 
West Virginia State College Home Economics 
Charles Hunter O'Hara 
West Virginia State College Music 
Donna C. Ours Osborne 
Marshall University Secondary Education 
Jackson Andrew Park 
West Virginia University Geography 
Leah Hobbs Perry 
Marshall University Special Education Eila Phailbus Mount Holyoke College Counseling Patricia Ann Surgeon Poole Marshall University Secondary Education Ida B. Porter Pikeville College Library Science Wanda Joyce Porter Ramey Marshall University Secondary Education Keith Victor Roach Ohio University Elementary Education Jacqueline Canterbury Starr Pikeville College Elementary Education Carrie Jo Sturgeon Brigham Young University Special Education Kylena Joyce Sutherland Marshall University Home Economics Katrina Dawn Dickerson Swann Marshall University Special Education Lynn Kay Gilbert Thomas Marshall University Home Economics Steven M. Thome Marshall University Political Science Loretta Lynn Mareske Vance Marshall University Elementary Education Linda Hatfield VanMeter Radford College Special Education Barbara Ann Walker Marshall University Counseling Carolyn Barnette Watkins Marshall University Home Economics William Dewey Wilkes, Jr. Glenville State College Music Brenda Williamson Wayne State University Counseling Sammye Cox Wooden University of Mississippi Special Education Karen B. Yost University of Kentucky Counseling Master of Science Allan Gale Bailey University of Louisville Safety Gary Nowlin Bailey Marshall University Safety Marjorie Harris Blake Ohio University Safety William James Bradberry Marshall University Accounting Joan Ellen Burton University of Charleston Biological Sciences Marcia Ann Maxwell Carr Concord College Vocational Technical Education Steven Bryce Casto West Virginia State College Health and Physical Education Eugene McKinley Coffman Marshall University Safety Richard Gregory Cover Marshall University Criminal Justice Samuel Edward Crispin Towson State University Safety 
Magid Joseph Dadgari Queen Elizabeth College Biological Sciences Laura Boggs Darby Marshall University Adult Education John Dezan, Jr. Southern Illinois University Safety Steven L. Downs Dakota State College Health and Physical Education Sandra J. Duskey Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Terry Glen Elliott University of Kentucky Accounting Steven Craig Farren University of Maryland Vocational Technical Education Emmett Emanuel Forte Tennessee Technical University Safety Dianne M. Gainer Marshall University Chemistry Mark M. Galloway West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety John Edward Geiglein Virginia Military Institute Safety Mary Anne Graham Ohio University Physical Science Gary Louis Groenemann University of Missouri Columbia Safety Timothy Edward Hall Rio Grande College Chemistry Mary Rosetta Harris West Virginia State College Criminal Justice Carole Currey Heim Carnegie Mellon University Vocational Technical Education Kara Ann Herron University of Charleston Health and Physical Education Martha Caudill Hill Marshall University Adult Education Russell C. Hutcherson Vanderbilt University Safety Marian Kit Hyden Marshall University Health and Physical Education Jerry Wayne Johnson West Virginia University Mine Safety Larry Edward Keith Western Kentucky University Safety Dennis 0. Kerns West Virginia State College Safety Robert Lawrence Lacher, Sr. University of Pittsburgh Safety Irene Eveleth Lee West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Herbert Ivan Linn Fairmont State College Mine Safety Mary Martha Stepp Lovitch Pikeville College Vocational Technical Education Kelvin Lynn McCollum Berea College Health and Physical Education Judith McConkey McCoy Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Phyllis Ann Thomas McMillion Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Robert David Mc Vey McKendree College Safety James Wyatt Merritt Marshall University Geography Jennifer Lynn Shelton Midkiff Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Steven Kirk Morrison West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Danny Mac Mullins Concord College Health and Physical Education Jack C. Murray University of Kansas Safety Jeanie Mullins Perry University of Kentucky Adult Education Harold Gaylord Peters University of Louisville Safety Donald Arden Pittenger Ohio University Safety Jeanne W. Hoffman Potoczny Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Vonda M. Preston Morehead State University Vocational Technical Education John H. Ray Marshall University Biological Sciences Sharon Lynn Rivers University of South Carolina Health and Physical Education James Edward Smith University of Pennsylvania Biological Sciences Randy John Sortet Marshall University Safety Donna Jackson Southers Marshall University Vocational Technical Education 
Daniel P. Stadvec Neil Bruce Bowyer Dominick Joe Urso, II Mount Vernon Nazarene College Marshall University Fairmont State College Safety Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Melvin Dell Stallworth David W. Crockett John Andrew VanCleve Concord College Marshall University Marshall University Safety Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Brenda Stevens Janet Smith Vineyard University of Charleston Richard A. Debord Health and Physical Education University of Kentucky Marshall University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Stanley Eugene Traylor, II Mark Eliot Weiner Marshall University Theresa McGinniss Galloway Safety University of Pennsylvania West Virginia University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Edward Alan Turner Marshall University Rene Polanis McEldowney James Richard Willis Biological Sciences West Virginia State College Marshall University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Michael George Vogt New Jersey Institute of Debra Gail Witham Miller Technology Safety Marshall University Business and Commerce William Scott Wain University of Pittsburgh Phillip Gregory Montague Master of Arts 1n Adult Education University of Kentucky Journalism Business and Commerce James William Woodey, Jr. Towson State University James Ray Ridgeway Therese Smith Cox Safety Ohio University West Virginia University Business and Commerce Journalism Master of Business Neil Edward Skidmore Allison Leigh Stevens Administration Marshall University Marshall University Business and Commerce Journalism Dale Allen Anderson Thomas Bennie Tisdale, Jr. Mary Ellen Tate Marshall University University of Virginia Michigan State University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Journalism 
Degrees Granted December 1 7, 1986Master of Arts Lynda S. Alexander Marshall University Clinical Psychology Vickie Lynn Booth Marshall University Special Education Mary Christina Boyle Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Barbara Jean Brandau West Virginia Wesleyan College Special Education Karen Marie Christopher Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Linda G. Fortner Cline Marshall University Special Education 
Vicky Elkins Cole Marshall University Clinical Psychology Barbara May Cubic Marshall University Clinical Psychology Carla Bradford David West Virginia State College Special Education Connie Brumfield Dingess Marshall University Elementary Education Ann Collier Taylor Galyean Hollins College Art Beverly Jeanette Midkiff Garretson Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Emily Jane Griffis Marshall University Home Economics Sandra Kay Curtis Hatfield Marshall University Elementary Education Christine L. Hedger Marshall University Elementary Education Lynda Jane Hilbert Marshall University Reading Education Howard Henson Hively, Jr. University of Charleston English Ann Keller Hoover Marshall University Home Economics Barbara Jean Hopkins Marshall University Special Education John Edward Ingram Stanford University Music Alfred E. Mann Marshall University Biological Sciences Debora Lawrence McClure Marshall University Early Childhood Education Sue Ann Meador Virginia Polytechnic Institute Elementary Education Lauretta Jean Mesler Tennessee Temple University English Nora Kathleen Miller Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Carol A. Mounts New Marshall University Special Education Cynthia Kay Parkey Marshall University Home Economics Sandra Kay McCormick Reiff Marshall University Sociology Dale Montgomery Rice Marshall University Clinical Psychology Lois Ann Robinette Marshall University Counseling Jana Elizabeth Rust Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology John Michael Rutherford Marshall University Educational Administration Abdurrahman R. Sherif University of Southern California Mathematics Carol M. Young Simons Marshall University Special Education Betty Jane Smith Marshall University Secondary Education Harold Randell Smith Glenville State College Special Education Jack Edward Sturgeon Brigham Young University Speech Anita Carol Moschinn Szaks Marshall University Special Education Teresa Diann Terry Thompson Marshall University Elementary Education Kimberly Willis Whitman Marshall University Counseling Mary Elizabeth C. Yancosek California University of Pennsylvania Speech Master of Science Robert Louis Bobbera Concord College Vocational Technical Education Sam Anthony Bria Virginia Polytechnic Institute Health and Physical Education Rodney Lyle Brule University of New Mexico Safety Sue Holley Carroll Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Bruce Douglas Collinsworth Marshall University Safety C. Douglas CoxSalem CollegeSafetyDavid Pierce Davidson Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University Safety Andrew Marion Dolan West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Dorothy Dougherty Old Dominion University Mine Safety 
Khaled Elgaid 
University of Evansville Physical Science 
Edward Gay Fairchild 
Marshall University Safety 
John Donal Farley 
West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety 
Coletta Park Groves 
West Virginia University Health and Physical Education 
Deborah Thompson Harris 
University of Kentucky Vocational Technical Education 
Kathleen Krizner 
Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education 
Carolyn Howard Mahone 
Marshall University Vocational Technical Education 
Kenneth Ray McCoy 
Marshall University Safety 
Elizabeth Vinciguerra Neace 
Concord College Vocational Technical Education 
Samuel Ejike Nebedum 
Marshall University Safety 
Cynthia Leigh Prunty 
Marshall University Vocational Technical Education 
Joel Thomas Robertson 
West Virginia State College Safety 
David Eugene Sammons 
Marshall University Vocational Technical Education 
Robert Malcolm Schlager 
Concord College Safety 
Edward B. Smolder 
University of Kentucky Adult Education Van Alden Speer�, Jr. Bob Jones University Chemistry David Scott Tyree Marshall University Criminal Justice Homeretta Jean Vargo Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Kenneth Allen Whitt University of Kentucky Safety James David Woodrum Marshall University Health and Physical Education Robert Lee Young West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Master of Business Administration Judy Burford Marshall University Business and Commerce James H. Condrey West Virginia University Business and Commerce Jonathan Edward Cox Bowling Green State University Business and Commerce Sandra Lynn Genco Ohio University Business and Commerce John Earl Jenkins, III Marshall University Business and Commerce Brett Alan Lafferty Marshall University Business and Commerce Robert Bruce Moore The Pennsylvania State University Business and Commerce Doretta Kay Pugh Glenville State College Business and Commerce Michael Dale Pyles Marshall University Business and Commerce Master of Arts Journalism Darby Mackenzie Line Dickinson College Journalism Cynthia Joyce Nichols . 1n West Liberty State College Journalism Susan Elizabeth Turley Appalachia State College Journalism 
Degrees Granted August 15, 1986 Master of Arts 
Anita Hatfield Adams 
Marshall University Special Education 
Brenda Scarberry Adkins 
Marshall University Special Education 
Margaret W. Andrews 
West Virginia University Home Economics 
Kathy Lynn Baisden 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Brenda Jane Barry 
Marshall University Music 
Sara Melinda Bosley 
Marshall University Reading Education 
Susan Lynn Bowden 
Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Carla Jean Wilks Burr 
Marshall University Special Education 
Keith Alan Carper 
Marshall University Music 
Nancy May Carter 
Marshall University Home Economics 
Cathy L. Caruthers 
Marshall University Psychology 
Elizabeth Diane Caudill 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Rita J. Daugherty Cline 
Marshall University Special Education Jacqueline Manya Kinder Clusky Marshall University Special Education Patricia Ann Aluise Cole Marshall University Elementary Education DeAngela Conley Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Jacqueline Bryant Davis Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Sherry Arlene Dunfee Marshall University Elementary Education Marianna Michelle Footo Marshall University Psychology Dorothy Ann Robison Grimmett Marshall University Elementary Education Vicki Palmer Hall Marshall University English Nancy Lynn Hamilton Syracuse University Educational Supervision Cynthia E. Hedden State University of New York at Geneseo Psychology Barbara Ann Hensley The King's College Counseling Vickie Norris James Ohio University Special Education Barbara Sue Lewis Farley Jarrell Marshall University Elementary Education Louetta Hale Jimison Marshall University Elementary Education T eria Ellen Cochrane Keathley Marshall University Special Education Robert Scott Lambert Shepherd College Psychology Deborah Perry Lamp Glenville State College Library Science Education Saundra Kay Legg University of Charleston Educational Supervision Jo Ellen Levisay Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall Hamilton Lewis Marshall University Psychology Michelle Lowe Morehead State University Elementary Education Judy Darlene McCollum Berea College Early Childhood Education Stephanie Diane McNeely Marshall University Elementary Education Kyle Renee Miller Marshall University Elementary Education Maurice Lee Seagraves Miller Marshall University Counseling Shirley W. Mitchell Marshall University Secondary Education 
Hala Mosrie Concord College Counseling Helen Powell Pack Marshall University Elementary Education Patricia Devore Perdue Marshall University Psychology Ruth Karen Stevens Phillips Marshall University Elementary Education Deanna Claudene Caldwell Pottorff Marshall University Reading Education Laberta Stewart Salamacha Marshall University Psychology Teresa Anne Spurgeon Ohio University Counseling Deborah Karen Matthews Spurlock Marshall University Music Diane Queen Steele Marshall University Elementary Education Marsha Cohenour Stevens Concord College Special Education Donna Lynn Osburn Stewart Marshall University Psychology Sandra Gail Sullivan Marshall University Sociology Molly Goodhart Szymanski Mansfield State College Home Economics Brenda Kay Taylor Marshall University Counseling Bruce Allen Thompson Marshall University History William Henry Tomblin Marshall University Special Education Judith Ann Utley Bowling Green State University Music Joyce Elaine Walsh Marshall University Early Childhood Education Sharon Porter Warfuel Marshall University Elementary Education Sandra Kay Wilson Marshall University Special Education Amy Elizabeth Wright Marshall University Special Education Master of Science Albert Michael Allie Marshall University Health and Physical Education Virginia Vinciguerra Ashby Pikeville College Vocational Technical Education Dennis Clinton Ashworth Marshall University Criminal Justice Mary Sammons Ball Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Harold Robert Bias Marshall University Vocational Technical Education William Reginald Billups West Virginia Institute of Technology Health and Physical Education John Wesley Brown West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Lora Ann Browning Marshall University Health and Physical Education Bernard Francis Camey West Virginia University Health and Physical Education Richard John Dixon Marshall University Geography Kathleen Tarr Gallagher West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Greta Virginia Guyer Smith College Biomedical Sciences Ralph Mark Harper Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education John Henry Kidd Texas A & I University Safety Karen Loo King Fairmont State College Health and Physical Education Everette Quinton Knapper University of Virginia Vocational Technical Education David Alfonso Ledger Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Jackie Ray Mathis Marshall University Health and Physical Education Jill A. McCartney Glenville State College Biomedical Sciences James Alvin Meadows Concord College Biological Sciences 
Demestrios John Morakis University of Maryland Biomedical Sciences Buell Ray Moses West Virginia Institute of Technology Health and Physical Education Hilda Eve Muncy Bluefield State College Vocational Technical Education Susan F. Roslevege Slippery Rock State College Health and Physical Education Paige Brough Runyon Marshall University Criminal Justice Russell Albert Umstead, Jr. West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Charles Ray Vandegrift Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Kimberly A. West Glenville State College Health and Physical Education Rodney Bruce Whitt Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Jack Randall Yokum West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Master of Business Administration Donna Stoner Myers Marshall University Business and Commerce Master of Education Thomas Raymond Conforti Alderson-Broaddus College Education 
Degrees Granted July 11, 1986 Master of Arts Kathy Denise Bailey Marshall University Special Education Myra Paige Arrington Banks Marshall University Elementary Education J. Stephen BrooksMarshall UniversityArtRobbyn Leigh Brooks Marshall University Special Education Carolyn R. Henry Burwell Ohio University Early Childhood Education Melanie Ague Butler Marshall University Counseling Herschel Cohen West Virginia University History Judith Wedge Darst Marshall University Elementary Education Ruth Ann Varney Dawson Marshall University Early Childhood Education Rebekkah J. Dick Marshall University Special Education William Clark Dobbie West Virginia Wesleyan College Communication Arts David Clyde Dowdy Concord College Art Carolyn S. Fisher Ohio University Art Bettina S. Freeman Marshall University Special Education Brenda Joy Frye Marshall University Elementary Education Cheryl Ann Fulford Bluefield State College Counseling Barbara Gaye Edens Gritt West Virginia State College Early Childhood Education William Edward Guess Wright State University Communication Arts Alisa Marie Steffick Henderson Marshall University Special Education Brenda Jean Eanes Jude Marshall University Elementary Education Judith Kay Kelley Marshall University Special Education 
_J 
Karen Sue Long 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Linda Jane Marshall 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Mary Carolyn Martin 
Concord College Special Education 
Steven R. McClung 
Marshall University Speech 
Janice Mayerle McNeamey 
University of Minnesota Counseling 
Deborah Lynn Brennan Painter 
Marshall University Special Education 
Andrea D. Baker Pappas 
Marshall University Special Education 
Kimberly Sue Stickel Porter 
West Virginia University Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Mary Melville Pratt 
University of Cincinnati Elementary Education 
Alvie Edward Qualls, II 
Marshall University History 
Mary Pamela Selvaraj 
Marshall University Biological Sciences 
Rita Jean Quillen Smith 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Kathleen Mary Staley 
W estem Connecticut State College Communication Arts 
Judith Stefkovich-Bums 
West Virginia University Speech Pathology and Audiology Barbara Jane Swearinger Urbana College Elementary Education Diana Lynn Taylor Marshall University Elementary Education Robert Richardson Tolar, Jr. Marshall University Counseling Adam Thomas Valleau Marshall University Biological Sciences Cecil Lee Walker, Jr. Geneva College Political Science William Paul Welker Marshall University Counseling Lori Lynn Williams Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Vicki Lynn Cox Zeto Marshall University Elementary Education Master of Science Ronald Gene Anderson West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety David Lynn Bohrer West Liberty State College Vocational Technical Education Christopher Brian Eanes Concord College Health and Physical Education Randall Bartholomew Garrett University of Arkansas Safety Samuel Clinton Henry Marshall University Criminal Justice Barbara Ann Starcher Long West Virginia State College Adult Education Ronald K. McKown Marshall University Health and Physical Education Roger Hayden Owensby, Jr. Bluefield State College Safety Larry Allan Oyster Marshall University Physical Science Master of Business Administration Steven Earl Fisher Ohio State University Business and Commerce David M. Malutinok West Virginia University Business and Commerce Master of Arts Journalism . 1n Barbara Jane Billman Mitchell Marshall University Journalism 
School of Medicine Candidates presented by Lester R. Bryant, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1987 Doctor of Medicine Donald Walter Asbury Virginia Commonwealth University James Allan Barnes Wake Forest University C. Steven BatisteWest Virginia UniversityBarbara Bolton Saint Andrews Presbyterian College Darin Kent Bowers West Virginia Wesleyan College Todd Alan Broome Purdue University Charles Bukovinsky West Virginia State College John Michael Cassidy Georgetown College Kevin Michael Clarke West Virginia University Shawn Wayne Coffman West Virginia University Mark Edward Coggins Marshall University Yale David Conley Marshall University Charles Stephen Edwards Marshall University Sandra Young Elliott Radford University Charles A. Garretson Incarnate Word College Rondal Earl Goble Eastern Kentucky University Nancy Buell Graham Michigan State University Darlene Yao Gruetter Beloit College Linda Jewell Hathaway Marshall University Randall Fleming Hawkins West Virginia University Christopher Edward Hayner Marshall University James Trent Holbrook Tulane University Allen B. Joseph University of Kentucky David Carl Kowalski Marshall University Paul Timothy Kuryla Marshall University James Wesley Lowery, Jr. University of Charleston Pamela Gail McClure Marshall University Robert E. Mehl Wabash College Manuel Evencio Molina Marshall University J. A. Ottaviano Marshall University Danny Michael Phillips Fairmont State College John A. Purcell Georgia Institute of Technology Mark Frederick Sheridan Marshall University William Michael Skeens Marshall University James Franklin Spears, II Marshall University Bartlett Allen Stone Marshall University Glen Edward Vanderzalm Marshall University Gary Richard Youmans Indiana University at Bloomington Jeanne Marie Zekan University of Charleston 
West Virginia University -- Marshall University 
Cooperative Doctoral Program Degrees Conferred by Neil S. Bucklew, President, West Virginia University 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Elizabeth Ann Holley Guthrie 
Marshall University Bio-Medical Science 
Robert E. Mehl, Jr. 
Wabash College Bio-Medical Science 
Doctor of Education 
Carolyn B. Hunter 
Marshall University Educational Alministration 
Don E. Robertson 
University of North Carolina Educational Alministration 
Doctoral Dissertations 
May 1987 Elizabeth Ann Holley Guthrie Dr. John Foster, Chair "Genetics and Regulation of the de nova Biosynthetic Pathway for Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide in Salmonella typhimurium'' Carolyn B. Hunter Dr. Robert B. Hayes, Chair "Fund-Raising from Private Sources in Pub-­lie Community Colleges Using Not-For-Profit Foundation Boards." Robert E. Mehl, Jr. Dr. James Fix, Chair "The Locus Ceruleus of Man: A Cytomor­phometric Analysis" Don E. Robertson Dr. Ermel Stepp, Jr., Chair "Leader Behavior of Resident Advisors in West Virginia Colleges and Universities.'' 
Masters Theses May 1987 
Lois K. Berg 
Sociology 
Dr. Kenneth P. Ambrose "Attitudes, Values: Their Effects on Sensa, tion Seeking Behavior as Demonstrated by Choice of Major'' 
Joan E. Burton 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Ralph W. Taylor ''Reproduction and Early Development of a Hermaphroditic Unionid: Uniomerus tetralasmus (Say, 183 l)" 
Dianne M. Gainer 
Chemistry 
Dr. John W. Larson 
"NMR Studies of Bronsted Acid/Anion Inter, action in Solution" 
Timmy Edward Hall 
Chemistry 
Dr. Gary D. Anderson "An Alternative Approach to the Synthesis of Taylorione" 
John C. Hennen, Jr. 
History 
Dr. Donna J. Spindel ''Caught up in Time: Oral History of Appalachian VietNam Veterans" 
Kim London Miller 
Sociology 
Dr. Edward J. Duffy "Retention Rates of Marshall University Undergraduates'' 
Frances Murphy 
Home Economics 
Dr. Carol A. Vickers "Association of Role Strain and Managerial Level in Adult College Women" 
John H. Ray 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Donald C. Tarter "Sucrose,Induced Alterations in Rat Plasma Triglycerides" December 1986 Van A. Speers, Jr. Chemistry Dr. Joseph L. Roberts "Studies Toward the Measurement of the Sur, face and Interfacial Tensions of Flurocarbon and Hydrocarbon Surfactant Mixtures in Solution" August 1986 Marianna Footo Psychology Dr. Marc A. Lindberg "Developmental Differences in the Perception of the Classical Conditioning Situation'' Jill A. McCartney Biomedical Science Dr. Vernon E. Reichenbecher "Preparation of a Monoclonal Peroxidase Antiperoxidase (PAP) Complex" James A. Meadows Biological Sciences Dr. Donald C. Tarter "Benthic Macroinvertebrate Community Structure and Physico,chemical Conditions inthe Cranberry River, Nicholas County, West Virginia'' Demetrios John Morakis Biomedical Science Dr. Peter J. Kasvinsky "Purification of Phosphorylase Phosphatase Using Affinity Chromatography" Sandra Gail Sullivan Sociology Dr. William S. Westbrook "Prospective Medicare Reimbursement: An Elaborated Idiography'' Bruce A. Thompson History Dr. Robert D. Sawrey "An Appeal for Racial Justice: The Civic Interest Progressives' Confrontation with Huntington, West Virginia and Marshall University, 1963, I 965"

